Utopia Restobar

Sometimes you’re not looking for something fancy, all-out or worthy of your black-tie attire. Chile is not only good for those things but can flip everything in a second. Utopia Restobar is a charming combination of stunningly normal in a world that is constantly changing, this restobar remains constant. You name it, they do it, breakfast, dinner, happy hour, cocktails, beers. The list is truly endless. A must try is the Chorrillana, this dish consists of a big plate of french fries, topped with shavings of meat and a fried egg on top. A Chilean favourite!

"The Corona Mojito was indescribable." - Tripadvisor

Delve into a truly Chilean treat at: José Victorino Lastarria, 105, Santiago, you'll be kicking yourself if you don't give it a go.